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What can lost treasures in Indonesia 
and Denmark tell us about Baghdad in 
900? 
 

Learning Objective 

 

To learn about trading patterns in a past society, by inference from archaeological evidence. 

 

Learning Outcomes 

Pupils will have: 

 Inferred details of trade between the Abbasid empire and China from the cargo of 
the Belitung shipwreck in Indonesia 

 Inferred details of trade between the Abbasid Empire and Viking Europe from Islamic 
coins in the Skovsholm hoard 

 Created a sketch map in pairs or trios, detailing some trade patterns between 
Abbasid Baghdad and other parts of the world, including China and Viking Europe 

 

Initial Stimulus Activity or Starter 

 

Before the lesson, look at this illustration (p.135 of the document in this link 
https://archive.asia.si.edu/Shipwrecked/downloads/08Vosmer.pdf  )  which shows the 
shape of a recent reconstruction of the wreck of a ninth-century Arab dhow (ship), salvaged 
from the seabed off Indonesia in 1998. Take the class into a hall or playground, and organise 
pupils to stand in rows outlining the approximate shape of the ship. The measurements are 
18.5 m  from prow to stern and 6.5 m across at the widest point. From Slide Two of the 
PowerPoint, explain some details about the wreck and its cargo, but without mentioning 
from where it was probably travelling to and from, or where its cargo originated. Ask pairs 
to think of questions they could ask about the wreck and its load. Lead discussion where 
questions are shared, and possible answers suggested by other pairs. 

https://archive.asia.si.edu/Shipwrecked/downloads/08Vosmer.pdf
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Activity One 

From Slide Three show where the wreck was discovered (the seabed off the Indonesian 
island of Belitung). Then play a part of the following clip, which shows a modern 
reconstruction of the dhow based on archaeological study (keep the volume turned down to 
avoid giving too much away). 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymoRmmP3lcw  

Display the conclusions archaeologists reached about the wreck and its cargo on Slide Four. 
Give out Slides Five to Thirteen as a card sort for pairs or trios to discuss. Within a set time, 
ask pupils to decide which evidence might prove, partly prove or not prove particular 
conclusions. Give out copies of traffic light cards from Slides Fourteen to Sixteen - Green for 
proven, Yellow for partly proven and Red for unproven. Ask pairs to put up a particular 
traffic light for each conclusion in turn, leading discussion and taking comments from pairs. 

(Please note that images will need to be extracted from an online source to complete the 
slides on the Belitung Shipwreck, as copyright permission was not available) . 

 

 

Activity Two 

Display Slide Seventeen which shows the location of the Skovsholm Hoard on the island of 
Bornholm, currently Danish territory in the Baltic Sea between Denmark and Sweden. 
Explain that in 2012, archaeologists discovered a hoard of thin silver discs in the ground (do 
not describe them as coins yet). Display Slide Eighteen, which shows the hoard of 151 silver 
coins, some cut up and including Islamic coins minted in Abbasid Baghdad and inscribed in 
Arabic. Allow time for pupils to briefly discuss what they think the objects are and suggest 
why they might have been buried on Bornholm in the first place. Lead discussion, taking 
suggestions from pairs. Display archaeologists’ conclusions and "traffic light" each 
conclusion with evidence from Slides Twenty One to Twenty Five in turn as with Activity 
One. 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymoRmmP3lcw
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Activity Three 

 

Convert the classroom into an "living map", grouping furniture as blocks representing part 
of a  world map with labels for "Europe", "the Abbasid Empire" "India", “China” “Indonesia” 
and “Africa”.(See Slide Nineteen for an  indication of how this might appear). 

Add the label "Belitung Wreck" to Indonesia, on Europe place the label “the Skovsholm 
Hoard”, and on the Abbasid Empire place the label "Baghdad". Place ribbons of one colour 
from Bornholm to Baghdad, and one of another colour from the “Belitung Wreck”  to 
Baghdad. Place the label "Zanzibar” on Africa, and explain that Islamic coins from Abbasid 
Baghdad have been found there, as well as fragments of pottery which may have been part 
of jars carrying date syrup made south of Baghdad. Place another coloured ribbon from 
Zanzibar to Baghdad. Give pairs or trios a large piece of paper each. Display Slide Twenty Six, 
which shows a version of the living map with lines in place in ribbons, linking trade centres. 
Ask pairs/trios to produce their own sketch map version of the slide, writing along the links 
drawn between centres, products that were traded between them (they should be 
encouraged to draw upon information discussed in activities One and Two, and from the 
previous lesson on cuisine in Baghdad). 

 

Plenary 

Select a couple of pairs/trios to present their maps to the class. Lead a final discussion about 
what these maps indicate about Baghdad and the Abbasid Empire in 900. 

 

 


